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ABSTRACT

 This paper proposed an automated reconstruction of cortical surfaces using T1-weighted 
magnetic resonance images. A unified reeb analysis frame work has been used for the detection 
and removal of geometric and topological outliers on tissue boundaries. The system can pin point the 
position of spurious branches and topological outliers using intrinsic reed analysis. It is also used to 
rectify the tissue with confined filtering using information from both image intensity distributions and 
geometric regularity. For enhanced heftiness to image in homogeneity, and adaptive interpolation 
to attain sub-voxel accuracy in rebuilt surfaces, an enhanced tissue arrangement with Hessian 
features was developed using this system. A new system was designed by integrating these novel 
developments. The cortical surfaces with enhanced quality and vividly reduced computational cost 
when compared with the popular free surfer software can be automatically reconstructed using this 
system. The surfaces that well represent cortical anatomy and create thickness features with higher 
statistical power in population studies is shown in the presented work by comparing with free surfer.
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INTRODUCTION

 A critical problem in brain mapping of MRI 
images, where reconstructing cortical surface which 
is for measuring tissue integrity and morphometry. 
For improving the speed, robustness and accuracy 
of cortical reconstruction lot of algorithms were 
developed. The T1-weighted MR images1 of 
automated reconstruction of cortical surfaces using 
Laplace Beltramic(LB) eigen function based on 
analysis of topology and geometry were analysed. 
A many number of data set of high quality cortical 
surfaces can be reconstructed. A set of standard 
scans is a T1-weighted scans and finds the spin-
lattice, T1 relaxation time in tissues of our body. It 
has gradient echo or spin echo sequences and RF 
pulse is increased for T1-weighted contrast.

 The objective is to diagnose the MRI 
Images of automated reconstruction of cortical 
surfaces of geometrical and topological outliers. 
MRI produces the high quality 2D/3D images of 
human anatomic tissues by using the interaction 
of protons with strong external magnetic field and 
Radio frequency. It is superior to other imaging 
techniques, such as computerized Tomography (CT), 
ultrasound and X-Ray in the area of clinical diagnosis 
of human brain. Reconstruction in MR images 
is challenging due to intensity homogeneity, low 
intensity contrast among adjacent Grey Matter (GM) 
structures, structure topological variation among 
people, and random noise. Intensity inhomogeneity 
is unavoidable in MR brain images2, this intensity 
inhomogeneity can be more than 30% variations 
of image intensity for the same brain tissue, and it 
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is even more severe in the high field MR images. 
Another difficulty is the low intensity contrast which 
makes the boundaries between the adjacent GM 
structures blurry and in some cases even invisible.

System design
 The T1-weighted MR Images of automated 
cortical reconstruction was developed6. For this the 
WM and GM surface was reconstruct and for such 
surfaces, the Surface evolution algorithm was used. 
The LB eigen function was computed and tissue 
boundaries of manifold system was represented and 
build. For correcting and detecting the topological 
and geometrical outliers3 a unified approach was 
developed. The intrinsic reeb analysis to perform 
filtering without shrinkage for geometric outliers was 
intended. The Flow diagram is shown in Fig. 1. 
Preprocessing
 For the input image the Gaussian filtering 
was used to remove the noise, where wiener2 

function is used. One of the windowed filter is the 
Gaussian filter is mean weighted. According to 
Gaussian distribution, the weights in the filter was 
calculated.

Tissue Enhanced image
 Based on the hessian matrix we can identify 
the tissue enhanced image. Hessian is a square 
matrix of second order of a partial function. The 
local curvature of a function of many variables can 
be described.

Fig. 1: Flow Diagram

Fig. 2: (a)Top Left (b)Top Right 
(c)Bottom Left (d)Bottom Right

Fig. 3: GUI for cortical surface reconstruction
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Fig. 4: (a)Input Image1(Top Left) (b)Denoised 
Image 1(Top Right) (c)GM Segment(Bottom 

Left) (d)WM Segment(Bottom Right)

Tissue Mapped image
 For an average atlas building, group wise 
implementation is used. For brain MRI registration 
the free-surfer segmentation was used. For traced 
structures reduction of morphological results and 
variance was compared against traditional MRI 
based segmentation. The correction using RFT for 
MRI and multi structure registration was used.

GM and WM Segmentation
 The cortical grey matter is converted as 
volumetric representation by label values from the 

surface. The cortical surface based cortical folding 
patterns was mapped by the surface based labels.

 The Grey matter mask was subjected 
to average space to transform as grey matter 
segmentation12. The multi structure registration was 
average generated while cortical folding patterns 
was greater one.   

Surface Reconstruction
 Geometrical topology is a numerical 
technique for tracking interfaces and shapes. The 

Fig. 5: Tissue Mapping for Input Image 1

Fig. 6: Tissue Enhancement for Input Image 1

Fig. 7: (a) Input image 2(Top Left) (b) Denoised 
Image(Top Right) (c) GM Segment(Bottom Left) 

(d) WM Segment(Bottom Right)
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Fig. 8: Tissue Mapping for Input Image 2

advantage of the level set method is that one can 
perform numerical computations involving curves 
and surfaces on a fixed Cartesian grid without having 
to parameterize these objects, bounded region with 
a well-behaved boundary.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 The cortical surfaces reconstruction of 
requires the image analysis system that includes 

preprocessing steps such as nonlinear registration, 
inhomogeneity correction, and tissue classification 
and skull stripping. The MRI Synthetic Input Images 1 
is shown in Fig. 2.Where the GUI for cortical surface 
reconstruction is shown in Fig. 3.

 Many of preprocessing methods are 
located a well known smooth white matter surface, 
which represents the boundary between WM and 
gray matter, with good topology is first reconstructed6 

Fig. 9: Tissue Enhancement for Input Image 2

Fig. 11: Tissue Mapping for Input Image 3 

Fig. 10 : a) Input Image 3(Top Left) (b) Denoised 
Image(Top Right) (c) GM Segment(Bottom Left) 

(d) WM Segment(Bottom Right)
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Fig. 12: Tissue Enhancement for Input Image 3

and then deformed to find the GM surface that 
includes the boundary of the cerebrospinal fluid and 
GM. The GM and WM Segmented image 1 is shown 
in Fig. 4. The Tissue Mapping and Tissue Segmented 
of input Image 1 in shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

 During the reconstruction of surface 
process topological outliers and geometrical outlines 
occurs frequently due to half failure of preprocessing 
steps, anatomical population and image resolution. 
Both types of outlines is removed without accuracy 
and they were repeated in past work in order to 
produce high quality tissue boundary. The GM and 

Fig. 13: CSF segmentation for Input Image1                          

Fig. 14: CSF segmentation for Input Image4
Fig. 15: Geometrical topology processed 

output for Input image 4 

WM Segmented image 2 is shown in Fig. 7. The 
Tissue Mapping and Tissue Segmented of input 
Image 2 in shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

 The geometric out-layers was avoided for 
smoothness regularization. This regularization based 
method has two problems. The non-removal of skull 
stripping due to leakage into areas of non-cortical 
surfaces where the geometric outliers occurrence 
may be form or else. The sulcal region shrinkage 
can arise due to regularization. The GM and WM 
Segmented image 3 is shown in Fig. 10. 

 In cortical thickness measurement, 38 
accuracy is affected and leads to decreased power 
in statistical analysis. The topological analysis and 
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Fig. 16: Geometrical topology 
processed output for image 1

graph analysis is due to geometric size of voxel 
space is formed. The Tissue Mapping and Tissue 
Segmented of input Image 3 in shown in Fig. 11 and 
Fig. 12.

 The second step is the mesh representation 
of the triangular surface and detects the topological 
outlier from overlapping triangular after mapping 
surface to the sphere. The fill decisions are made 
according to curvature distribution and image 
intensity. The CSF and CSF Segmented of input 
Image 1 and 3 in shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.The 
disadvantage of this method are not suitable for 
complicated surfaces and for outlier detection. The 
main thing of the system is a unified approach based 
on intrinsic geometry for the correction of topological 
and geometric outliers. Where the Geometrical 

topology processed output for input image 4 and 1 
is shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16.

CONCLUSION

 This technique has developed for automatic 
cortical reconstruction from T1-weighted MR 
images. It is demonstrated that the system is 
used to create high quality surface with much low 
computational cost when compared with free surfer. 
The unified technique proposed in thus work for 
the determination of geometric and topological 
structures, is normal and acceptable for other 
medical image determination problems. Thus 
work is intensive on the reconstruction of the WM 
and GM surfaces. There is a considerable interest 
available for attaining a central cortical surface from 
MR images is same as an equal representation 
of the WM and GM surfaces. To achieve this goal 
two different techniques are followed. By using 
evolution algorithm should be created to evolve the 
WM surface to the center of the GM tissue. Shape 
analysis technique is used to determine the central 
cortical surface. This technique established an 
intrinsic surface mapping method that can construct 
WM and GM surfaces towards one another in a 
huge dimensional embedding space from optimizing 
their conformal metrics. By introducing one-to-one 
correspondences between two surfaces with this 
intrinsic mapping algorithm, This work can obtain 
the central cortical surface as the mean shape of 
two surfaces. Using the one to one map between the 
surfaces, enhanced a very strong method to obtain 
cortical thickness in the most case of neighboring 
sulcal banks with highly unequal thickness.
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